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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is true about resuming a Declarative Pipeline? 

A. Declarative Pipelines cab be restarted after a Jenkins failure but not after a transient outage (such as a network
failure or disk space exhaustion). 

B. Declarative Pipelines can be resumed only after a transient outage (such as a network failure or disk space
exhaustion). 

C. All Declarative Pipelines are restartable by default, with the same inputs (commit to build, parameters, etc) as the
original run. Any data that was built In the original run Is available only If the preserveStashes() optionIs specified In the
Jenkinsfile 

D. Declarative Pipelines that use Docker containers can not be resumed because the docker APIs that Jenkins calls to
createthe container are not serialized 

E. A Declarative Pipeline can be restarted only If the preserveStashes() option Is set In the pipeline. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In order to send email notifications on build completion using Jenkins\\' built in mail functionality, which TWO of the
following must be true? 

A. The job must be configured to send email. 

B. Jenkins must be successfully configured to point to a mail server. 

C. Jenkins must be directly connected to the Internet. 

D. Jenkins must have a unique email address. 

E. Sendmail must be Installed and running on the same machine as Jenkins. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

DevOps teams can implement traceability of artifacts in a continuous delivery pipeline by using 

A. the Downstream Builds plugin 

B. manual recording 

C. the Pipeline plugin to fingerprint files 

D. Pipeline labels 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following are true about credentials that are implemented in a Declarative Pipeline using the "credentials"or
"withCredentials( )" method? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. All credential bindings support the "Secret Text" and "Standard username and password" credential types. 

B. Credential IDs are case Insensitive. 

C. The credential types supported are defined by the binding plugin (or the resource being accessed. 

D. Most credentials called from a pipeline have Global scope, not System scope. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

A freestyle job is set up to "Enable concurrent builds if necessary" and configured to run on a single node. How can you
ensure that multiple concurrent runs share the same workspace? 

A. Pass the argument -Dhuason.model .Run. lockworkspace=false in the Jenkins master Invocation. 

B. Check "Do not lock workspace" In the Advanced Project Options of the project. 

C. Multiple concurrent runs can never share the same workspace. 

D. Define a "Custom workspace" path for the job. 

Correct Answer: D 
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